Greetings to all of our Satanic Comrades.

For those who are short on time, you can skip to the end to see the Rituals we will be doing.

It takes a little bit of attention to see the enemy and understand that they are suffering from inflated egotism to a pathological degree. They are literally spitting in this world's face. Not only that, but their personal whims have unfortunately became the fate of the nations, and all the citizens of every nation. There are countries that haven't harmed anyone and just exist, planned to go extinct, because the enemy holds feuds and hatred for thousands of years.

The identity of the enemy is based on hatred. Blind hatred towards other people based on imaginary suffering. This, they believe, justifies everything they plan to do today on innocent people and children. It's obvious the enemy has in their sights countries like Iraq and Syria, and they are unceasingly tormenting them. As it's to be expected, this will never stop on the enemy's behalf. This hatred has begun, has been sustained for thousands of years, and will continue for so long the enemy exists.

It's truly a riddle why the enemy hates everyone that much. But the key is not in trying to analyze their sick hatred, but to actually, defuse it, even if it means defusing them. They surely are at ease to creating new reasons all the time, to justify all the people they have killed, they have massacred, and they have replaced in the past. They can point to a fictitious book and claim that this is "WHY" they did this. These psychopaths have claimed the position of "God" and they have blinded a whole planet into literally believing this obvious lie as well.

Even if they were "God", any sensible person would rather rot in the hypothetical "Hell", rather than serve the jewish people and their national tribal 'god' who inflicts endless war, misery and pain on top of humanity. And guess what is the reality, there is no "god' of theirs, there is truly no decent justification, and purely, there is no reason all of this is happening other than the greed and the hatred that comes from their disgusting souls. If we can say they have something that is truly a 'soul' in the human terms.

Every bit of progress humanity does, the enemy stands in front of it to prevent it. A free internet exists? They go to censor it. A peaceful country exists? They ruin it from the inside or from outside force. An educated populace start being created? They misinform it. Do people start to get enlightened and this world to move away from all the ceaseless hatred and misery that they have plunged it? They force it to return back
to this source of shit. While one may dislike the philosophic correlation, truly, the jews ARE the negativity of this world. In the bible, the first thing the enemy does is to divide and attack man and woman,

but before that, attack knowledge, and understanding. Thousand years later from this fictitious book, the enemy operates in the same way. The same hatred they have had for some imaginary 'tormentor' tribe of theirs 2000 years ago, they have today for random children in Syria. The same hatred that has motivated their fictitious believed 'patriarch' moses against tribes like the Philistines, they feel it today, as they send a "Philistine" and a "Son of Esau" to become dead meat in the battlefield such as Iraq, while taking innocents down.

Truly what would cure this world is the extinction of these programs of hatred. Many people do not quite see where all of this can lead. Gentiles may have hated during wars or the whim of circumstances, maybe during a century, but the enemy has hated consistently, and fought against all, for thousands of years. Gentiles also have mostly turned against their OWN racial ingroup for intra-racial warfare, which is the worst of the worst. We wouldn't be existing in the form we are today, and as a force of spiritual war and opposition, if it was not for the enemy and their consistent conspiring and hatred.

Our "kind" has existed tens of thousands years before the enemy, without this need to fight obnoxious aliens, and we have flourished. But now we have to do what we have to do and resist the enemy's advance, or this world will be left in a huge nuclear cloud. We will overcome this, but for this, effort must go in.

The good news? We have been stopping them and halting this. While other countries are more receptive to the influences of the RTR's such as ironically even North and South Korea, you do not see the same with Israel, as the have bottomless hatred for humanity and all their so called 'neighbors'. The more others try to keep an equal ground and stabilize around Israel, the more Israel keeps funding terrorists in the region to unsettle these countries. Its a fact in jewish prophecy, WW3 has to happen as some sort of cataclysmic, nuclear global war, which "God" will cause. Read above, who is god in this case? The jews who control the world and nothing else, there is no 'god'.

Certainly no divine power wants these wars. This war is only necessary for the enemy, and maybe not even them, but they are too insane to understand this, and too reptilian to consider the consequences. So Israel has to be stopped and constrained by other ways. The other 'news' is that we must keep it up because these things as you can see do not end in a day, or in a month either, but serious progress is being made. However from a longterm perspective, yes, tyrants like the enemy DO fall, and when they fall, they crush so hard, that they can never recover.

The Summer Solstice is a date where the fire and the light have a prominent power.
The light of this world can illuminate humanity and the fire can purge the jewesh created shadows. Everything done on this day has a very powerful significance.

**For this reason what we are going to do for the next 2 days are the following:**

**The Race Awakening Rituals** - For White people and for Black people. The situation as you can see on these things is critical, the enemy is preparing fires to create racial war. We cannot allow this to happen.

**The Anti War RTRs 1-2-3** - This should be obvious, and we have to set the energies even stronger in line to prevent future disaster.

**Below the links to the Rituals:**

*Remember to do the Shema RTR before this to increase the ritual potency and effectiveness. Link below:*

http://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/Reverse_Shema_Prayer.htm

**Anti War RTR's 1-2-3:**

http://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/War1.html
http://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/War2.html
http://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/War3.html

**The Race RTR's:**


May Satan and the Gods grant us success to our endeavors.
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